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Fancy Nancy is back in New York Times bestselling team Jane O&#39;Connor and Robin Preiss

Glasser&#39;s tenth picture book, Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Centuryâ€”all about

weddings. Not only does Nancy help out the bride in this wonderful story, she also gets to attend a

fabulous party reception! Fans of Fancy Nancy and weddings alike will laugh along with Nancy as

she discovers how truly special even the simplest wedding can be. Little girls will delight in learning

about bridal traditions with their favorite fancy girl, and as in all Fancy Nancy books, Nancy&#39;s

wisdom and creativity shine through to spark the joy of imagination in young readers.
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Big delivery in today's mail, three of my daughter's favorite characters had new book releases.

Which book did she choose to read first (over a new Judy and Stink Moody book)? Fancy Nancy

and the Wedding of the Century. The illustrations are gorgeous. They are beautiful in every book,

and they only get better with each new release. We loved the sparkly cover on the dust jacket.

Nancy's dream comes true and she finally gets to attend a wedding! Nancy's ideas are always

bigger, better, more sparkle, and more fancy. Does this wedding meet Judy's criteria for a perfect

wedding? Lose yourself in Nancy Clancy's word, and you will have your answer. This book is

classic Nancy, and even though many stories have been released, this book is fresh, fun and



perfectly Nancy. Last year we met the illustrator in Fancy Nancy's tour, and if the tour is coming to

your town, you do not want to miss it. This year both illustrator and author will be on the tour, so it's

a win-win situation. We love this new book! We love Fancy Nancy. Forever Fancy Nancy fans.

I just knew this book would not be anything but adorable. Fancy Nancy can't help but make any

occasion a JOY. This book had such a good twist to it and it was just a real surprise and loved it.

She alone and her darling ways just give anyone a good read. She is so fun and the illustrations are

just amazing. Her clothes make every little girl want to be like her....even us big girls(who are little

girls at heart) wished we could be Fancy Nancy. Great family interaction too. Elaine in TEXAS!

Jane O'Connor is just a genius; she consistently delivers great books. Fancy Nancy is THE BEST

book series for little girls ages 3-10. Fabulous storylines and a very likeable main character. My

daughter and I love these books. Of course, my daughter is now nine, so I don't know how much

longer she will be into these. She also loves the Nancy Clancy chapter books. I love to give Fancy

Nancy books as gifts to my nieces and great-niece.

This is one of my favorite Fancy Nancy books so far!My daughter is a huge Fancy Nancy fan, so

overtime we have collected and read many of these books. And they are all so sweet and precious!I

bought this book for my little girl's 4th birthday. We had recently gone to a wedding, and she was

totally captivated by the beautiful bride and "princess dress"; this made the book even more perfect

for her. The story was adorable (as they all are), but I was especially glad I spent a little extra

money and got the big hardcover version. While it is a little more expensive and obviously larger,

the overall effect of this book make it totally worth it. The cover and pages are all decorated with

beautiful illustrations, and the glittery details really do add a bit of pizazz and an extra glamorous

feeling. And for my little princess, this made her birthday book even more special and

spectacular!For those of you who are unfamiliar with Fancy Nancy, they have been wonderful

reading experiences that I've been sharing with my little girl since she was a toddler. All the books

are so cute, and I love how they teach "fancy words" throughout. My daughter gets so excited when

learning a new "fancy word" and often will try using her elaborate & eloquent vocabulary as much as

she can (which always makes me smile).The book arrived very quickly and was packaged great; it

was also in perfect new condition and just as expected.For all these reasons, I highly recommend

this book! It can be enjoyed by toddlers, preschoolers, and young school-aged children (as well as

possibly enjoyed by adult parents too). It is a perfect gift for any darling diva with a flair for sparkles,



ruffles, & tutus, and prefers seeing the world as dazzling, spectacular, and as fanciful as it can be.

What can you say about Fancy Nancy? She is Fabulous that means really great. All of her books

are filled with detailed colorful pictures a nice story and a lesson to be learned. Fancy Nancy is

smart, creative, and willing to learn new things. I buy every book that is published and they all have

their merits. Little girls love them and I love reading them to them and with them. This series is one

of the very best ever. If you have a little girl in your life who is adorable, sweet, and yet unique that

means one of a kind buy her this book and series. It always lets you know that being unique and

being yourself is a spectacular thing!

This book was one the little girls in our home had not read, being one of the newest. Ages 6 and 9,

they loved it! The illustrations are so beautiful and the story has a unique spin on what Nancy

considers a proper wedding. If you have a Fancy Nancy fan in your life, they will adore this book

too!

Fancy Nancy and her friends are back. In this installment Nancy is so excited because her uncle is

getting married. She has always dreamed of being the flower girl in a super fancy wedding. Turns

out that she is the flower girl the wedding is just not as fancy as she would like. It all turns out just

fine in the end and Nancy is even able to put her own twist on things! The cover caught my girls

eyes right away! It's full of sparkly glitter ! If you are a Fancy Nancy fan this book is a must read!
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